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What’s Available NOW On

“Movie: Hotel Artemis”
Drew Pearce wrote and made his 
feature directorial debut with this 
2018 thriller set in a dystopian near-
future Los Angeles, where Jean Thomas 
(Jodie Foster), a severely agoraphobic 
nurse, runs a secret facility that caters 
to criminals (house rules include “no 
killing of other guests”). The impressive 
ensemble also includes Sterling K. 
Brown, Jeff Goldblum, Charlie Day, 
Jenny Slate and Zachary Quinto.

“Movie: Trumbo”
Bryan Cranston scored a well-deserved 
Oscar nomination as best actor for 
his performance in the title role of Jay 
Roach’s 2015 biopic about the life of 
esteemed screenwriter Dalton Trumbo, 
who landed on the infamous Hollywood 
blacklist after he declined to cooperate 
fully with the House Committee on Un-
American Activities looking into possible 
Communist propaganda in film. Diane 
Lane, Helen Mirren and John Goodman 
also star.

“Movie: Nobody”
Bob Odenkirk (“Better Call Saul”) 
stars as a seemingly milquetoast family 
man who turns out to be so much 
more after invaders attempt to rob his 
home in this joint Spanish/Russian/
American production. Connie Nielsen, 
Christopher Lloyd and Michael Ironside 
star in this 2021 actioner from director 
Ilya Naishuller (“Hardcore Henry”).

“Panic”
Creator Lauren Oliver used her young 
adult novel of the same name as the 
basis for this hourlong drama about a 
group of graduating Texas high-school 
seniors who compete in an annual series 
of challenges that this year has ramped 
up to dangerous levels. Olivia Welch, 
Mike Naist, Jessica Sula and Enrique 
Murciano (“Without a Trace”) head the 
cast. (ORIGINAL)

Take out and Catering is Available. 
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